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Cover Story
Marlow Engine Shed

A Diorama
By Graeme Vickery

Many of you will have seen my layout, Trewithick, develop over the
years. It has appeared many times at IDSME at various stages of
construction and of course we had it at the model railway show last
October. It is now ‘finished’ although I have one more locomotive to
complete for it – another class 45xx prairie. Whilst I am still taking the
layout to shows, I am now working on a model of Marlow as it was in
1947. Many of you will have seen my updates on the IDSME electronic
notice board and by the time you read this some of you may also have
attended my Friday evening talk.
I learnt a lot from building Trewithick, and my modelling skills and
aspirations have definitely moved on since work started on that layout
in 1992. After building an entirely fictional layout I wanted to have a
go at constructing a layout that was based on a prototype location. Like
Trewithick, it had to be GWR and I wanted it to be within a reasonable
distance of my home, and somewhere with which I was familiar. I
quickly discounted the two Uxbridge GWR stations, Vine Street and
High Street. Vine Street was the bigger of the two, but I very quickly
realised it was too sprawling and operationally would be quite dull.
Uxbridge High Street, whilst quite interesting to model, being on a split
level, would have been even more boring to operate. So I started to look
further afield.
Tim Lovell loaned me the Wild Swan book on the history of the Marlow
Branch. This was a place that I regularly visited for family days out as
a kid, and is only about 10 miles from home. On the surface it appeared
to be just another sleepy GWR branch line. But a sawmill was opened
in 1947. It was served by quite an extensive private siding network,
providing additional operational interest. The summer also saw a varied
array of excursions arriving from all parts of the rail network – not just
confined to GWR locations. These allowed visitors to take trips on the
River Thames. Even the daily branch line workings were quite unusual,
with regular mixed trains comprising auto coach, branch tank loco in
the middle of the train and freight on the back. And finally 1947 was
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the first and only time in its history that three different classes of
locomotive were allocated to Marlow Engine Shed in a single year.
After a rough and ready calculation I worked out that I could get the
length from the station throat to the buffer stops along with a 6’
fiddleyard (necessary for storage of excursion trains) into the
clubhouse. That was a prerequisite for any new layout. The intention
is to add a further scenic board to the layout when it goes out to other
exhibitions. So decision made. I still have not accurately drawn out
the trackplan so I hope my ‘back of a fag packet’ calculations are
correct otherwise we might have to extend the clubroom into the locker
room! (Not the first time the model railway group has done this!)
In a bit of a break from conventional wisdom, my intention is to
construct all the track and buildings along with some of the stock
before starting on the baseboards. My thinking is that baseboards take
up a lot of space so why not leave them till last? When I get to that
stage I simply need to lay the track, bed in the buildings, do some
scenery and job done!.
I’m pleased with progress so far. Pointwork is all built (it was the
subject of a talk the winter before last) and all the buildings that form
the engine shed scene are also complete. I therefore decided to mount
the buildings on some MDF and create a diorama as a ‘stop gap’ to
display them before completing the layout.
The engine shed is of course the main focus. It is built from Slater’s
embossed brick plasticard. I had the window frames laser cut since
there were no etched brass examples available of the design I required.
The tiled roof is made from strips of card tiles laser cut by my good
friend Chris Hewitt. These are overlapped and glued. The ridge tiles
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are masking
tape laid over a length of

1mm brass rod with the mortar also
represented by thin strips of masking tape. Guttering is plastic half
section round rod and the down pipes 1mm brass rod. Joints are
formed from more thin strips of masking tape and wall brackets from
slithers of plasticard.
Chris also laser cut the doors and made the coaling stage. He also very
kindly did some of the signage for me on his laser cutter. Malcolm
Parsons made the sign attached to the water tower advising 4-6-0
locomotives not to enter the shed. The pump house is a Wills coal office
kit. The yard lamp was made by
Malcolm from bits in his scrap box.
The tank of the water tower is re-
profiled from the Airfix/Dapol kit. It is
a bit too big but I’ll live with that. The
legs and water column are made from
brass round and square section tube
respectively. The water crane is from
GEM but modified so as to fit the
underside of the tank. The fire devil is
made from a barrel and brass rod and
wire.
The coal and ash are both real and
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came from Mark Hamlin’s locomotive firebox after
the September running day.
Ground cover is a mix of polyfiller and pva glue
with some poster paint to give it a brown/grey
colour. It is further coloured and textured using
acrylic paints, fine ash and artist’s pastels. The
grass was ‘planted’ using the FlockIt device that
the model railway group purchased last year.
This creates a static charge so that the individual
strands of grass stand up in PVA glue while it
sets. This creates a far better appearance than
using conventional flock powders.
By the time you read this, things will have
progressed further. I hope to have completed the
conversion of a Bachmann 54xx pannier tank
(5421 was allocated in Marlow in 1947) and
started work on the Clifton Down push-pull unit
that was such a feature of the line for many years.
An etched kit of both coaches is available from
Roxy Mouldings.
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When Graeme
assembled a
perspex display
case to go over
his diorama
while on display,
he found that it
was too short. So
the diorama had
to be shortened
too. Graeme is
seen here while
the delicate
operation is
under way...
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Gas Lamps for Marlow and Icknield Road
Malcolm Parsons describes how he made the gas lamps referred to by
Graeme Vickery in his article about the Marlow Engine Shed diorama.

A study of various photographs of the area around Marlow shed
showed that, in later years, it was illuminated by a solitary gas lamp of
the swan-neck variety and I offered to produce this in model form for
Graeme.
Now most railway gas lamps, and indeed street ones too, are like those
alongside Ickenham St. Giles station. That is, of the lantern style
where, at the top of the post is perched a (usually) four-sided tapered
lantern with a pyramid-shaped top. There are, unsurprisingly, many
variations on this basic idea, but the gas piping - which is usually
shaped rather like a swan’s neck -and mantles are contained within
the lantern. With a ‘swan-neck lamp’ the gas supply pipe which
emerges from the post is larger than in a lantern design and from it is
suspended an enclosed head beneath which is a round-globe which
protects the mantles. Again there are variations on the theme but
swan-neck gas lamps were particularly common on the Southern
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Railway and with some local authorities – those of a certain age who
were resident in the old Ruislip & Northwood Urban District may well
recognise them. I think the style I have modelled was just post-war;
just right for Graeme’s layout.
Graeme has accumulated many photographs of Marlow and there are
several books to be referred to. However, only one has a complete view
of the engine shed lamp and, because of the exposure, it is ‘washed out’
against the sky. However, although the style was not common on the
Great Western, several stations in the London Suburban area had
them in later years and I found a splendid photograph by IDSME’s late
member Lewis Coles which showed a pair of the
lamps on the platform at Hanwell & Elthorne station
(opposite). The principle difference is that the Marlow
example is mounted on a type of post usually used for
goods yard lamps, which has a heavier base to give
an extra 4ft 6ins of height.
So to the model and first a delve into the appropriate
box of bits accumulated over the years. I found a
plastic bag with four white-metal posts for the GWR
yard type lamp, probably Mike’s Models of some
vintage, but the label was long lost. Just right for the
Marlow post except that these had four curved
brackets for a lantern-type top. These were easily
lopped off, along with the ladder supports, which
were easily bent despite being rather heavy in scale
terms. The top of the post was cleaned up and a
0.8mm hole drilled into it. A similar crosswise hole
was drilled for new ladder supports. Also from the
box of lamp bits I found a Langley Models suspended
gas lamp, which was cleaned up and the vacuum-
formed globe was cut to fit. Another 0.8mm hole was
drilled down into the top of the fitting.

Right: The Mike’s Models whitemetal post before
everything at the top (above letter A) was chopped off
along with the ladder rests. B marks the additional
base to give extra height for yard (ground-level) lamps.
Conveniently the base is the same depth as a platform
and is retained for extra stability in models intended
for platform mounting.
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A piece of 0.75mm brass rod (rod being stiffer than wire) was then bent
to shape by eye, pliers and fingers to form the swan-neck. Plenty of
‘vertical’ was allowed at the bottom end while the ‘other’ end was also
left over-length for now. The next task was to find a split-pin which
would just fit onto the rod – I found one in a set of 4mm three-link
couplings (it holds the spring in place). Cut to a suitable length, the
split-pin was glued into the top of the lamp housing. When set, the
split-pin eye was placed on the brass rod to ensure the unit looked
right (sorry, no precision measurements here, purely a keen eye) and
thus satisfied the rod was cut to a suitable length and glued into the
top of the main post.
Short pieces of brass rod
formed the new ladder rests
and carefully applied
Araldite formed details such
as gas mantles, the knobs on
the end of the ladder rest,
and the curve at the end of
the swan-neck. Finally, after
painting, the ‘globe’ was
carefully positioned.
Being rather pleased with
the result, I thought I would
build two more for the
station platform on Icknield
Road, a diorama I am
building. Although platform
lamps are not so tall, I am
using a couple more of the
yard-lamp posts. Although
these are longer than needed
for platform lamps the extra
length is added as a wider
casting which is the same as
the depth of the platform
(18mm) so they extend
through that to be attached
to the baseboard but still
with an ornate base on the

Graeme’s Marlow
lamp under
construction.

Note the full base.
The swan-neck arm

has still to be
shortened, and

passes through the
eye of the split pin,
from which the

lamp is suspended.
The ladder rests and
lamp globe are still

to be added.
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platform. I also intend to add a detail which I did not include in
Graeme’s Marlow model because none of the photos made it clear if it
was there or not. I am referring to the wires which pulled the lever
attached to the main gas supply – a pilot light was constantly burning
and pulling the wire/lever/tap turned on the main gas and lit the
mantles. As I say, it is not clear if the Marlow lamp used this system
(there were other means of lighting the lamps) but Lewis Coles’ photo
of Hanwell certainly shows such wires.
When I brought one down to Graeme’s talk at IDSME someone asked if
I had thought of using LEDs to light it. Simple answer was ‘no’. There
are a number of factors in this.
Firstly Graeme’s view is that his
layout is not operated as a night
scene so there is no need. Then of
course there is feasibility. To get a
supply to an LED would mean
drilling through a casting 54mm
long but tapering to as little as 2mm
diameter. Some of our precision
engineers may attempt that with
white metal - but not I! There are
swan-neck illuminated lamps which
are commercially available: these
use plastic tubing with little
ornamentation, while the heads are
considerably over scale. Even
comparing my models with Lewis
Coles photo, I would say the white
metal castings for the suspended
lamp are about a third over scale.

Right: A completed lamp
installed on the platform on
Malcolm’s Icknield Road

diorama. The heavy base of the
lamps is concealed below

the platform.
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Chairman's Chat
I can’t believe how quickly the Winter Programme season has passed.
It may be that time is flying due to advancing years, but I’d like to
think that it is more to do with what has been a very successful
Friday programme. We’ve had a good range of contributions from our
own members as well as a number of excellent guest speakers. Of
course this was also added to by the contribution at Christmas from
the local lord of the manor - Sir Cyril – and his dubious group of
minions, all four (or is it five) of them. On behalf of us all I must
thank Tom & Graeme for their efforts in bringing together this year’s
programme and look forward to next year.
As we enter our summer railway running season I must once more
appeal for help. Whilst I recognise that we are a ‘society of model
engineers’ and not just a miniature railway I also acknowledge that
our major source of income is from our monthly running days. It is
this money that enables us to provide the excellent and varied
facilities that we can all benefit from. The club simply wouldn’t
survive without this income as without it subscriptions would need to
rise by over 250%!
Whilst we have a hard core of supporters on these days, undoubtedly
numbers are dwindling. The knock on from this is that those that do
assist get less and less chance of a break.
So with this in mind it’s time to appeal for more members to please
spare some time on a running day – this doesn’t necessarily mean a
full day commitment but perhaps a couple of hours to give the others
a break.
We are also conscious that our pool of ‘qualified’ drivers and signallers
is smaller than in the past so we are keen to train more members in
these dark arts. I know for a fact there are a number of you who have
never driven around the track so don’t be shy, just put your hand up
and someone will get you going. We will be providing more
opportunities for those of you who have yet to try your hand at these
skills on Friday evenings and watch out for some Saturdays when we
will be opening up both for private track sessions as well as ongoing
maintenance.

Bob Proudfoot
Hon. Chairman
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Ashpan Notebook

Subscription Renewals
Membership subscriptions for 2016/17 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £30, while junior
membership is £6. The treasurer will be delighted to receive your
subscription sooner rather than later.
If you can't get down to the club to see him in person then you can either
pay by electronic transfer into the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code
20-73-53, Account No. 30548782, your name will serve as the transaction
reference) or by sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham
Findlater, 6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE

Ashpan 109 & 110
Thankyou to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Summer edition of Ashpan, number 110, is due
to be published in July and so any contributions should be with the
editor by early June. The editor's contact details can be found on the
inside front cover. If you're struggling for ideas for an article for Ashpan,
and, sometime in the last few years, you've given a talk to IDSME
during the winter programme, why not recycle your talk as an article for
the magazine. After all a good many members would not have been able
to attend IDSME when you gave your talk.

Exhibitions
IDSME’s attendance at the London Model Engineering Exhibition in
January is documented elsewhere in this issue. Mel Fuller was the
principle organiser of out attendance there, but he has now stepped
down from this role, and Mark Piper has taken on the task. Mark is
currently busy organising IDSME’s display at the forthcoming Model
Engineer Exhibition, and he would be delighted to hear from you, sooner
rather than later, about any exhibits you may have or offers to help with
stewarding. The Model Engineer Exhibition this year will be held at a
new venue, the Brooklands Museum, from Friday 16th to Sunday 18th
September 2016.
Another date for your diary is Saturday 21st October 2017. Following on
from the success of IDSME’s Model Railway Show in the village hall last
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October, the model railway group, have tentatively set this date for
another similar exhibition. At this stage it is very early in planning
process and so details may change between now and then. More
information will doubtless become available towards the end of this year.

Winter Programme
Although the winter programme of formal talks has only just concluded,
planning of next winter’s programme is already under way. Tom Haynes
and Graeme Vickery would be delighted to hear from you if you can help,
either with a talk yourself, or a suggestion or contact details for a
visiting speaker.
One highlight of the last winter programme was the visiting speaker
from the de Havilland Aircraft Museum, who revealed the fascinating
fact that unmanned aerial vehicles are probably referred to as ‘drones’
because the first unmanned aerial vehicle built in any numbers was the
de Havilland ‘Queen Bee’, built before and during the war to give anti-
aircraft batteries some genuine target practice (there being a surprising
lack of volunteer pilots for such missions). Having had the ‘Queen Bee’ it
was only natural that other, derivative, designs should be referred to as
‘Drones’, and the name stuck. And that leads us on nicely to the…

IDSME Message Board
IDSME’s online message board is a great way of staying in touch with
what is going on at IDSME if you can’t get down to the club regularly.
Among the recent highlights are the regular ‘drone’ reports from the
Tuesday A-Team meetings, which come to us via ‘drone-wrangler’ Mel
Fuller, and also updates from the Model Railway group.
If you have internet access, but have not already joined the IDSME
Message Board you can do so by going to www.idsme001.proboards.com
and clicking on ‘Create New Account’. The registration process is
straight forward and once your registration is approved (which merely
consists of checking that you are an IDSME member) you will be able to
access the message board.
If you have already registered with the message board but have
forgotten your user name or password, there are several steps you can
take before going to the extreme of re-registering (which results
duplicate accounts existing). If you can remember your user name but
not your password you can go to the login page as normal and after
entering your user name click on ‘Forgot Your Password?’ A temporary
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password will then be sent to the email address that the message board
has registered in your profile.
The forgotten password procedure will only work if the email address
registered in your profile on the message board is up to date, and so it is
always wise to make sure you update your Message Board Profile
whenever there is a change to your email address.
If you have forgotten your user name then you can email the
Administrator at Ashpan@idsme.co.uk and he can tell you what your
user name is. You can then go through the forgotten password procedure
outlined above.

Progress Report
Over the last few months work has continued on the covered area to the
rear of the workshop. The walls are now up and clad, and the roof has
been made watertight. It won’t be too long before internal fitting out can
begin. Elsewhere members of the A-Team have continued working on
Speedy’s boiler, while others have been rebuilding the valve gear of
‘Lady Patricia’ the locomotive that the society inherited from the late
Derek Wright. Two working parties at the beginning of February and
March saw considerable vegetation clearance, including one or two trees.
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The London Model
Engineering Exhibition 2016

In January IDSME attended the London Model Engineering Exhibition
at Alexandra Palace. Below are some photographs of IDSME's stand,
supplied by Malcolm Parsons. IDSME's attendance at Alexandra Palace
was organised by Mel Fuller, but he has now retired as our exhibition
organiser and Mark Piper has now taken on this task. Mark is already
busy organising our attendance at the Model Engineer Exhibition in
September.
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TheWidest Narrow Gauge
Part Two

By Patrick Rollin

Part one described the early days of the Glasgow Subway during its time
as a cable hauled railway. The story now continues with electrification of
the line in the 1930s.

Electrification of the Subway had been considered at regular intervals
almost from the day the line opened. When it finally took place it was
very much a no frills minimum cost exercise.
The railway was to be electrified at 600V DC using an outside third rail
mounted 13¼ inches above the running rail and 20 inches outside it.
Initially consideration had been given to installing the third rail in the
centre of the track, but it was quickly realised that this could not be
installed while cable haulage was still in operation. The significant
difference in height between the conductor rails and the running rails
was dictated by the tight clearances within the tunnels. The conductor
rail was placed on the side of the track away from the platforms.
An initial trial installation took place between Copland Road and
Merkland Street on the inner circle. One gripper car, No. 60, the newest
in the fleet was converted to electric traction. New bogies had to be built
as the existing ones could not be modified to carry the traction motors.
Each new bogie had two 60 h.p. electric motors. The traction control
equipment was supplied new by Metropolitan Vickers, but the motors
appear to have been taken from Glasgow Corporation Tramways stock
of spares. There was one current collector shoe on each bogie on the
non-platform (T-iron) side and current return was though the running
rails. Perhaps surprisingly car lighting continued to be supplied
through the T-irons. An air compressor was also fitted allowing the
requirement to recharge the air system at West Street to be dispensed
with; West Street station had been closed on Sundays since 1932 as an
economy measure, but trains still had to stop there to recharge the
compressed air.
Test runs between Copland Road and Merkland Street took place on
Saturday nights in early 1933. Before the tests could be undertaken it
was necessary to remove the cable sheaves from the track as they fouled
the electric motors in the new bogies. These all had to be reinstated in
time for the first cable hauled train on the Sunday. Fortunately, the
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Sunday service in those days did not commence until 3pm.
These tests allowed a detailed scheme and costs to be worked out for
electrification and, following on from this, formal approval to proceed
was received on 5th April 1933. The estimated cost was £94,000 and
with an estimated annual saving of £30,000 it would take only a little
over three years for the scheme to pay for itself. The savings were made
up of £10,000 from closure of the power station at Scotland St, £10,000
from no longer having to purchase new cables and £10,000 from other
savings including staff and maintenance costs.
The decision was taken to convert one circle at a time, with the inner
being done first. At first the intention was that nineteen of the gripper
cars would be converted to electric traction (twenty in total including
car 60) with the remaining gripper cars converted to trailers. The
existing trailers were to be withdrawn. In the end all the trailer cars
were reconditioned and remained in the fleet for decades to come.

St Enoch station shortly after electrification of the line. Note the T-irons
on the tunnel wall that still supplied current for the train lighting.
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In order to keep services operating during the conversion process, the
conversion of individual gripper cars was done in phases. Phase one
converted seven gripper cars, four odd numbered and three even
numbered. This left an equal number of odd and even numbered gripper
cars for operation of both the inner and outer circles by cable haulage
while giving eight converted cars (including car 60) for initial inner
circle electric operation. When the changeover happened this would
release all the remaining odd numbered gripper cars for conversion in
the second phase, which would provide the extra electric trains needed
for the outer circle changeover. Finally, when this had been effected, the
remaining unconverted even numbered gripper cars could be converted
to either electric traction or to trailers to bring the fleet back up to full
strength.
In addition to electrification it was decided to carry out additional works
on the line. These included upgrading the track for heavier axle loads,
and replacing the wooden platforms at stations with concrete. New
automatic colour light signalling was also to be provided and this would
have train stops fitted to automatically apply the brakes of trains
passing a red light.
Electrifying the line required slightly more than simply installing a
conductor rail. A whole power distribution system had to be installed.
The inner and outer circles were divided into multiple traction current
sections. Each traction current section commenced at the start of each
station platform and extended to a point just short of the platform at
the next station. Each section was fed from a switch panel in the station
master’s office. At all stations this was a newly built structure at the
end of the platform away from the stairs and also incorporated a relay
room for the new signalling.
Traction current supplies were derived from three existing tramway
substations. From each substation traction current feeders were run to
a standard tramway traction pillar outside the nearest underground
station. The feed to the traction pillar consisted of twin positive
conductors of 0.6in2 cross sectional area, and a single negative
conductor of 1in2. The traction pillar contained knife switches for
isolation purposes. From the pillar the twin positive conductors
continued to knife switches located on the switch panel in the station
master’s office of the station concerned. The single negative conductor
split into two conductors of 0.4in2 cross sectional area within the
traction pillar and ran to down to the running rails of the inner and
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Above: The stationmaster's
office at Kelvinbridge station.
Note the extra wide platform
at this station.

Left: The stationmaster's desk
in the office at Merkland St.
Above the desk is the
telephone concentrator unit
(left) and the indication panel
for the signalling (right).
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outer circles respectively.
Current was supplied from the substations at 600V DC, having been
transformed and rectified from the 6,600V AC at 25Hz that was
supplied to the substations from the Glasgow Corporation’s Pinkston
generating station, which was located alongside the railway line leaving
Glasgow Queen Street.
Each substation supplied about a third of the railway. Traction pillars
were located at Cowcaddens, supplied from Dalhousie substation,
Shields Road, supplied from Kining Park (Seaward St) substation and
Partick Cross, supplied from Partick (Benalder St) substation.
Every station on the line had a switch panel located on the back wall of
the station master’s office. The switch panels were linked by ring main
cables to the switch panels at the adjacent stations. There were two
configurations of switch panel, those stations with a traction pillar
having a slightly different arrangement to the rest.
Each switch panel was divided into three sections. At the bottom were
four knife switches concerned with isolating the incoming traction
supplies. On the panel at a station with a traction pillar the middle two
switches (2 & 3) connected the incoming conductors from the traction
pillar to single bus bar that fed all outgoing supplies. The outer pair of
knife switches (1 & 4) connected the bus bar to the outgoing ring main
cables to the adjacent stations.
At stations that did not have a traction pillar the bus bar was split into
two sections with the inner pair of knife switches being used to couple
the two halves of the bus bar together. As before the outer pair
connected the bus bar to the ring main cables.
In normal operation all these switches would be closed except that at
three boundary stations (Kelvinbridge, St. Enoch & Copland Road) one
of the inner pair of switches (3) was left open. This had the effect of
isolating each of the substations from the other two. It was done to
ensure that the ring main cables did not carry excessive currents due to
load imbalances between the substations imposed by the tramway
system.
At the top of the switch panel were two circuit breakers, one for the
inner circle and one for the outer circle. These took their feed from the
bus bar and in turn each fed two further knife switches. (5 & 6 or 8 & 9)
These four switches were located in the middle of the panel and
connected the switch panel to the conductor rail. One switch of each
pair fed the rear traction current section, approaching the station, while
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the other fed the advance section including the station platform and the
line towards the next station. In normal operation the switch feeding
the rear section was left open, while that feeding the advance section
was left closed. Thus each traction current section was normally only
fed by the switch panel at the station where the traction current section
commenced.
The circuit breakers could be tripped by hand, by an overload or by staff
in the tunnel attaching a telephone hand-set to two bare tunnel
telephone wires that ran along the tunnel wall on the opposite side to
the T-irons. The telephone handset could then be used to communicate
with the station master.
Between the inner circle and outer circle pair of switches was a fifth
switch (7) feeding the station emergency lighting circuit via a fuse
located between the two circuit breakers.
The switch panels had a lot of exposed metal work that was live at 600V
but the only protection for staff was a wooden pole in front of the panel
on which was hung a warning sign.
The decision to retain the T-irons for
train lighting meant that they could
also be used for train detection
purposes in the new signalling. The
lighting supply was converted from
DC to AC. At the braking distance
beyond each signal, a 90-foot section
of the lower T-iron was insulated
from the rest. The main section of
the lower T-iron was connected to
earth via the coil of relay known as
the blocking relay. The 90-foot
isolated section was connected to
earth via the coil of another relay,
known as the clearing relay. When a
train was in section, current would
flow from the upper T-iron, via the
lighting circuit of the train to the
lower T-iron and thence to one or
other of the relay coils, resulting in
that relay being energised. There
was a track mounted treadle at each
signal. As a train passed the signal
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it operated the treadle which turned the signal red. When the train
reached the isolated section of the T-irons, the clearing relay would
become energised and this would cause the previous signal to clear to
green. Passing beyond the isolated section the blocking relay for the
next section would become energised. This relay controlled indications
at both the station just departed and the next station, showing that
there was a train in the section of line between them.
Electric services commenced on the inner circle 31st March 1935, with
the outer circle electric services commencing on 5th December 1935.
Attention then turned to completing the conversion of the remaining
cars, with service improvements being made as more became available
for use.
In early 1936 the Glasgow Corporation decided that henceforth the
system would be known as the Underground rather than the Subway.
There then followed a short period of nearly seventy years while the
various owners of the line attempted to persuade Glaswegians to use
the new name, before defeat was finally admitted in 2003, and it
officially became the Subway once more.
Once the upgrade was complete the Underground settled back into the
routine of providing a regular service. Traffic was once again increasing,
and the Underground at times would struggle to cope. As might be
expected the normal routine was occasionally interrupted by various
incidents to which any railway might be subject.
The most serious interruption of all occurred in the early hours of 18th
September 1940 when a bomb fell on soft ground above the running
tunnels between Merkland Street station and the River Clyde. The
bomb may or may not have penetrated the outer circle tunnel before
exploding, but in any case the subsequent explosion destroyed both
tunnels and allowed silt and sand to enter, blocking the tunnels
completely. Reconstruction of the damaged section began at once but
proved to be a very difficult undertaking. The ground conditions so close
to the river were very difficult with water bearing silt rising in the
excavation. Eventually the damaged cast iron tunnel lining segments
were removed and sufficient undamaged ones had been recovered to
rebuild the tunnel inverts. The remainder of the tunnels were rebuilt as
brick arches four rings thick. These were covered by a six-inch layer of
concrete before the ground above was reinstated. Once the track and
live rails had been repaired in the tunnels services recommenced on
27th January 1941, the railway having been closed for 131 days.
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The line has always been prone to flooding and pumps had been
installed in tunnel cross passages at the low points of the two river
crossings to deal with normal water ingress. Most flooding incidents
were either due to burst water mains or exceptionally heavy rain fall.
One such incident occurred on the afternoon of 26th June 1953. In two
hours somewhat in excess of 1.39 inches of rain fell and flood waters in
the Govan area poured into the station and ran down the tunnels to the
low point below the river. Here the water reached a depth of six feet,
completely submerging the pumps in the Clyde manhole (as the tunnel
cross passage was known). The fire brigade had to assist with pumping
the tunnels out, the water having to be pumped a distance of 400 yards
back to the station and raised a total distance of eighty feet. During the
recovery operation staff had to borrow a boat to reach the Clyde
manhole as they wished to restart the pumps there as soon as the water
level had dropped far enough to allow them to be used. The outer circle
reopened on the 30th June with the slightly lower inner circle following
suit the next day.
Despite these interruptions the period during and after the Second
World War was the busiest in the line’s history and overcrowding
became a problem. In an attempt to alleviate this, a scheme was devised
to run an experimental three-car train. This would consist of two motor
coaches and a trailer car in between. The traction equipment on the two
motor cars had to be adapted to allow them to work in multiple; that is
so both could be controlled from the cab at the front of the train. Up to
this time trains had only ever consisted of a single motor car and a
trailer so there had been no need for the traction equipment to be
controlled remotely from another vehicle. Motor cars 3 and 56 were
selected for the conversion. The trailer car selected was No 32. This car
had been involved in an unfortunate incident in 1954, when the lifting
hook of the crane at the car shed broke as the car was being lifted. The
hook broke just after it had taken the full weight of the car so the latter
only dropped a few inches. Severe damage was done however when the
rectangular lifting frame which was normally attached to the hook,
crashed down onto the roof of the trailer car.
Since it was in need of rebuilding anyway, No. 32 was the ideal
candidate for the three car experiment, and the opportunity was taken
to rebuild it with an additional pair of doors in the centre of the car.
Although design work began in 1955, the three car train did not begin
to run until 1959. One of the early test runs revealed that the circuit
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Broken Hook

On two occasions
the crane hook
broke as it was
lifting a car. By
chance, the same
car, no. 32, was
involved both

times. The second
incident occurred
30th January
1972 and these
two photgraphs
show the damage
caused when the
lifting frame,
which was also
supported by the
crane's hook,
landed on
the car roof.
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The Car Shed Pit is seen with a car being lifted from the running lines below.
Once high enough the crane will traverse to the right and the car will be

lowered onto one of the parallel sidings in the backgound.
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breakers at stations had to have their trip settings adjusted as the three
car train drew twice as much current as an ordinary train. The circuit
breakers on the outer circle were adjusted from 400 amps to 800 amps.
Thus the three car train was confined to operation on the outer circle
only. Doubtless the inner circle circuit breakers would have been
adjusted had there ever been more than one three car train.
The three car train ran until 1967, but it wasn’t the great success that
had been hoped. The principle problem was that it was longer than
many of the platforms and as such often only the inner end vestibules of
the motor coaches could be used by passengers in these coaches to board
and alight, the outer end vestibules being in the tunnel. This led to
extended boarding and alighting times, resulting in delays.
The motor cars of the three car train were among the first vehicles of
the fleet to be withdrawn since 1914. The trailer car spent some time
out of use before being reinstated as an ordinary trailer car. In 1972 it
was in the unfortunate position, for the second time, of being damaged
when the crane hook broke. It was repaired again and remained in
service until closure of the line for rebuilding in 1977.
When the Subway had been taken over by the Glasgow Corporation it
had become part of the Tramways department of the Corporation. Over
the years this had been renamed the Transport department in view of
the increasing importance of trolley buses and motor buses. Under the
1968 Transport Act the Greater Glasgow Passenger Transport
Authority was set up and its functional body the Greater Glasgow
Passenger Transport Executive (GGPTE) came into being on 1st July
1973. As part of its responsibilities the GGPTE took over the operations
of the Glasgow Corporation’s Transport department, and thus gained
ownership to the Underground.
One of the early problems the GGPTE faced was a decision on the
future of the Underground. By this time the trains, tunnels and stations
were approaching eighty years of age and much of the other equipment
was nearing forty years of age. Breakdowns were increasing and clearly
something would have to be done. Three options were identified:
1 Close the line completely
2 Carry out a minor refurbishment to keep the line operating for

another five years or so
3 Carry out a comprehensive modernisation.
The third option was the preferred one and work began immediately on
more detailed planning so costs could be assessed and a start made on
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Above: Copland Road station on the last day of operation, 21st May 1977. The
service has just been suspended and the last passengers are leaving the trains.
Below: The same station, now named Ibrox, is seen on a match day after
rebuilding. The original platform is on the left and the new one on the right.
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obtaining the necessary funding.
As finally evolved the scheme sought to achieve the following:
1. Provide a new fleet of trains consisting of 33 driving motor cars

equipped for automatic train operation
2. Complete renewal of the signalling system
3. Complete renewal of the track and drainage system, including

pumping equipment
4. Modernisation of Broomloan Depot including a new stabling

shed and finally a proper rail connection between the depot and
the running lines.

5. Complete refurbishment/reconstruction/enlargement of all
fifteen stations.

As you will see this upgrade is more akin to a complete rebuilding of the
railway. The only significant item not included in the plan was
replacement of the substations providing power to the line. These were
deemed to have ten years’ useful life left in them.
Approval for an infrastructure grant from the government covering 75%
of the cost was forthcoming in January 1974. The balance had to be
raised by the GGPTA either through borrowing or through a precept on
the local rates.
Initial plans were for one circle to be closed for modernisation at a time,
but by late 1976 it was realised the project would be more quickly
finished if the line was closed completely during the work.
After deliberation it was announced that the final day of normal
operation would be Saturday 28th May 1977. The following day there
was to be a special service from about 10am until late afternoon, when a
final inner circle train would take invited guests the long way round
from Buchannan Street to St Enoch. On arrival at the latter there
would be an official closing ceremony. Special tickets were printed to be
used in the final week leading up to closure. As it turned out this
preparation was all for nothing. A considerable amount of work on the
upgrade had commenced prior to closure of the line and this included
some of the excavation work necessary to enlarge the stations. Early on
the afternoon of Saturday 21st May cracks were discovered in the roof
of Govan Cross station resulting in the service being immediately
suspended. After deliberation the GGPTE decided not to make any
effort to reopen the railway for its final week of operation. Thus the line
closed without any form of ceremony whatsoever.

To be continued...
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Winter Programme
January 2016

Friday 1st: No Meeting
Friday 8th: Ultra High Definition Television - Simon Tilbury
Friday 15th: Ruislip Lido / Local History - David Sexton
Friday 15th London Model Engineering Exhibition
to Sunday 17th: Alexandra Palace
Friday 22nd: Club & General Interest Night
Friday 29th: Manx Railway Adventures

Phil Wimbush & Simon Hamlin

February 2016

Friday 5th: Great Marlow Model Railway Layout Update
Graeme Vickery

Saturday 6th: Site Working Party
Friday 12th: Model Railway Group Demonstrations

The Model Railway Group
Friday 19th: Transport Rallies in the West of England

Mike Werrell
Friday 26th: German Railways - Michael Proudfoot

March 2016

Friday 4th: Club & General Interest Night
Saturday 5th: Site Working Party
Friday 11th: Restoring the deHavilland Sea Venom

Alistair Hodgson
Friday 18th: Quiz Night - Sir Cyril's Minions
Friday 25th: Good Friday

April 2016

Saturday 2nd: IDSME Public Running Day




